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What is a CAPTCHA?
▪ Completely Automated Public Turing test to tell Computers and Humans Apart (CAPTCHA),
proposed by Ahn et al. [1], in 2003.

▪A test that can differentiate humans from computers (Ahn et al., 2003).

▪ It is a critical technology for defending Internet services against automated interaction.

▪A CAPTCHA consists of a visual challenge in the form of alphanumeric characters that are
distorted and obfuscated.

▪ Characteristics:
▪ Easily solved by humans,

▪ Easily generated and evaluated,

▪ Not easily solved by computer.



Categories of CAPTCHAs

Text-based

Image-basedMath problems



Categories of CAPTCHAs

Audio-based

Video-based

Google’s  no CAPTCHA 
reCAPTCHA.
(CAPTCHA scheme 
that minimizes/omit 
the user input).



What are CAPTCHAs used for?

▪ To distinguish human from machine visitors in Internet services.

▪ CAPTCHAs of various kinds are deployed by Internet services to limit bot systems from

misusing and/or exploiting their valuable resources.

▪Instances of such services:

▪ Poisoning an online poll by artificially submitting malicious responses.

▪ Attacking online account (bank, email) by brute-force.

▪ Signing-up for large amount of email or social media accounts.



CAPTCHA’s Security 

▪An underground and robust CAPTCHA solving ecosystem has emerged, which resells:

▪ Automated solving technology

▪ Real-time human labor

To bypass CAPTCHA protections
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▪A CAPTCHA solving industrial market has been created, which resells both automated solving
technology and real-time human labor for bypassing CAPTCHA protections.

▪The security of CAPTCHAs can be considered in an economic light, because:
▪ The value of the associated assets (e.g., email accounts, posts/comments/likes) is worth more to some

attackers than the cost of solving the CAPTCHA.

▪ However, the overall shape of the market is poorly understood.

▪ If we do not understand the market side of CAPTCHA solving services, then it is difficult to
reason about the security value that CAPTCHAs offer us.

Introduction



▪ The authors claim that they are the first, who study the various CAPTCHA solving services in an

economic context.

▪Also, they are the first to identify the growth of human-based CAPTCHA solving services.

▪ The closest work related is the study of Bursztein et al. [2], but is focused  on the issue of 

CAPTCHA difficulty rather than the underlying business models.

Related work



Contributions
1. Document the commercial evolution of automated tools and how they have been shaded by

the emergence of the human-based CAPTCHA solving market.

2. They engage in the retail CAPTCHA solving market on both the supply and demand side as

both clients and as “workers for hire”.

3. To further support the study:

▪ In addition to the empirical measurements, they interviewed Mr. E, who is the owner and operator of a

successful CAPTCHA solving service.

▪ He provided them with validation and insight into the less visible aspects of the underlying business

process.



Contributions

4. Research questions they attempt to answer:

▪ How the market works:

▪ Solving capacity of the market leaders

▪ Relationship of service quality to price

▪ Which CAPTCHAs are more targeted

▪ How the 2 categories of solvers work, how they have been evolved, how their cost

changed.



Automated Software Solvers

▪ They combine segmentation algorithms with basic Optical Character Recognition

(OCR) to identify the text present in CAPTCHAs.

▪Disadvantages:

▪Complex to build

▪ Fail to replicate human accuracy

▪ They purchased and empirically evaluated Xrumer and reCaptchaOCR solvers.



Xrumer

▪ Spamming tool, mostly for forum and comment sections, for bypassing anti-spam

mechanisms, including CAPTCHAs.

▪ Commercially available since 2006, and in 2010 it cost 540$.

▪ They purchased a copy from the author for experimentation.



Xrumer Experimentation
▪ It had an accuracy of 100% on all but one CAPTCHAs and required <= 1 second per CAPTCHA.

▪ Empirically verified that Xrumer version 5.0 could solve the default CAPTCHAs for major message boards.

▪ More difficult case:

▪ phpBB forum software,

▪ scored 35% accuracy and required 6-7 seconds per CAPTCHA.

▪However, these systems modified their CAPTCHAs to defeat Xrumer’s solver.



reCaptchaOCR

▪ Specialized solver focused only on the reCaptcha service.

▪ OCR-based solver available from December 2009.

▪ Developed to defeat early 2008 reCaptca CAPTCHAs.

▪ It was also able to defeat the CAPTCHA variant that was
released on late 2009.

▪ reCaptcha updated their CAPTCHA-generation on early 2010,
but the tool has not been updated to solve the new variant.



reCaptchaOCR Experimentation
▪ They tested it:
▪ On 100 randomly selected CAPTCHAs of the early 2008 variant

▪ On 100 randomly selected CAPTCHAs of the late 2009 variant

▪ With 613 iterations, they observed:
▪ An accuracy of 30% for the 2008-era test

▪ An accuracy of 18% for the 2009-era test

▪ Overhead: average 105 seconds per challenge

▪ With 75 iterations, they observed:
▪ An accuracy of 29% for the 2008-era test

▪ An accuracy of 17% for the 2009-era test

▪ Overhead: average 12 seconds per challenge

▪ The accuracy levels are far lower than the average human accuracy for the same challenges (75-
90%).



Economics

▪Arms race in computer security traditionally favor the attacker, but in CAPTCHAs attackers have

the more challenging recognition problem.

▪ Economics of automated solving are driven by the following factors:

▪ Cost to develop new solvers

▪ Accuracy of the solvers

▪ Responsiveness of the sites whose CAPTCHAs are attacked

▪ It is difficult to produce automated solvers that can deliver human-comparable accuracy.

▪ Low success rates limit both the utility of the solver and its useful lifetime.



Human solver services

▪ They outsource the task of solving the CAPTCHAs to human labor pools, instead of using

automated solving software

▪ Paid solving represents the core of the CAPTCHA-solving ecosystem and the business model that

has emerged around it.

▪ There are services that pay individuals to solve CAPCTHAs.

▪ The price is calculated as $x/1000, where x is the amount of money required for solving 1000

CAPTCHAs.

▪ In 2006, the prices ranged around $10/1000 CAPTCHAs, for a full-time CAPTCHA-solver.



CAPTCHA-solving market workflow



Economics
▪ The human-based CAPTCHA-solving services expanded over the years.

▪ However, the salaries of the workers solving CAPTCHAs have been declining.

▪ Salaries over the years 2007-2010:

▪ 2007: $10/1000

▪ Mid-2008: $1.5/1000

▪ Mid-2009: $1/1000

▪ 2010: $0.5-$0.75/1000

▪ Downward price: It shows the commodity nature of CAPTCHA-solving.

▪ CAPTCHA-solving is an unskilled activity, it could easily be sourced via Internet.

▪ Competition on the retail side, made employers to reduce the salaries even more.



Solver Service Quality

▪ They purchased and evaluated the 8 services that appear above.



Solver Service Quality

▪ They chose these service because they were well-advertised and reflected a spectrum of
price offerings.

▪ CaptchaGateway and CaptchaBypass ceased operation during the study.

▪They evaluated the services based on the following criteria:

Customer user interface

Solution accuracy

Response time

Availability

Capacity



Customer Account Creation

▪ Most of the services required a combination of the Web and email for the account registration

▪ Some of them presented some obstacles:

▪ Antigate and CaptchaBot required third-party “invitation codes” to join their services.

▪ Some services, such as ImageToText, required a live phone call.



Service Pricing

▪ All services required a prepayment, at the account registration phase.

▪Antigate and DeCaptcher offer bidding systems for higher priority access to solvers

when load is high.



Verifying solutions - Heuristic

▪ For each CAPTCHA they considered as correct answer the most frequent solution returned by

the solver.

▪ If there are more than one frequent solutions, they treated all answers as incorrect.

▪ Heuristic Evaluation:

▪ Randomly selected 1025 CAPTCHAs, that checked manually

▪ They were able to solve with the heuristic 1009 of them correctly

▪ 16 incorrect solutions (7 were unreadable, 6 had ambiguous characters)

▪ 8% error rate for the heuristic



Customer Interface

▪All services, except BeatCaptchas and BypassCaptcha, offer an API package for uploading

CAPTCHAs and receiving results.

▪ For the services that did not offer an API, the authors implemented their own API, in Ruby.

▪ The authors identified 2 ways to interact with the services.



Customer Interface
1.

2.

API Service
HTTP POST

wait to be solved
HTTP 

Response:
Answer of the 

CAPTCHA

Service’s site

Client Service
HTTP POST

HTTP 
Response:
Image ID

Image ID
Client

Image ID

Service’s site



Accuracy

▪A CAPTCHA solution is only useful if it is correct.

Median error rate for each service.



Accuracy
▪ However, CAPTCHAs by design, vary in difficulty.

▪ Do the observed error rates reflect those differences?

Error rate for each combination of 

CAPTCHA type and service.

Median error rate of each type.

The accuracy depends on the type of CAPTCHAs.



Response Time

Median response time of each type.

Median response time for each service.



Capacity
▪ How many CAPTCHAs a solver can solve in a given unit of time.

▪ They increased the number of load until the service was overloaded, for 5 services.

▪Antigate had by far the highest capacity, solving on the order of 27 to 41 CAPTCHAs per 
second.

▪ 1536 threats submitting with bid $3/1000

▪ Very low rejection rate

▪ At least 400-500 workers available to service their requests

▪ DeCaptcher and CaptchaBot had a rate of 14-15 CAPTCHAs per second.

▪ BeatCapcthas and BypassCaptchas has a solving rate of 8 and 4 CAPTCHAs per second,
respectively.



Load and Availability

▪

Average reported load as a function of the time of day for 
Antigate (left) and DeCaptcher (right).



Workforce

▪ They examined the solving services, also from the workers’ aspect.

▪ They focused on two services, Kolotibablo and PixProfit.

▪ Worker wages:

▪ Kolotibablo: $0.5/1000 - $0.75/1000, depending on how many CAPTCHAs they have solved.

▪ PixProfit: $1/1000

▪ Kolotibablo provides a list with the top 100 solvers per day.



Geographic Demographics

▪ They created CAPTCHAs using words corresponding to digits in various languages, to reveal

information about the geographic demographics of the solvers.

▪ Five out of six services had accuracies for Chinese either higher or nearly as high as English.

▪ The services evidently include sizeable workforce fluent in Chinese, with available low-cost labor.



Geographic Demographics

▪ Antigate and CaptchaBypass had accuracies for Russian and Hindi → workforces in Russia and

India.

▪ BeatCaptcha had accuracies and in Tamil, Portuguese, and Spanish.

▪ Mr. E reported that they draw from labor markets in China, India, Bangladesh and Vietnam.

▪ ImageToText has impressive results → appreciable accuracy in languages that other services had none

(Dutch, Korean, Greek, Arabic)



Adaptability

▪ How both services and solvers adapt to changes in state-of-

the-art CAPTCHA generation.

▪ They used Asirra CAPTCHA.

▪ ImageToText showed remarkable adaptability, solving the

CAPTCHA on average 39,9% if the time.

▪ BeatCaptchas succeeded 20,4% of the time, and it was the

second most adaptable service.

▪ The remaining services has success rates below 7%.



Targeted sites

▪



Conclusions

▪ CAPTCHA’s low impact quality makes them attractive to site operators, but at the same time

it made them easy to outsource to the global unskilled labor market.

▪ In this study they focused on the business of solving CAPTCHAs, and they showed that it is a

well-developed, highly competitive industry.

▪ The retail prices continue to decline → demand-limited market.

▪As the cost of CAPTCHA solving decreases, a site operator must employ secondary defenses

more aggressively.



SoK: Machine vs. machine – A systematic 
classification of automated machine learning-
based CAPTCHA solvers

Antreas Dionysiou, Elias Athanasopoulos

Computers & Security, 2020.



Introduction

▪ They focused only on automated machine learning- based solvers.

▪ The recent advances in ML and AI make the efficacy of CAPTCHAs questionable.

▪ CAPTCHAs, despite several attacks and numerous alternatives that have been proposed, many

websites and applications still use them as their main security mechanism.

▪ Breaking text-based CAPTCHA using ML-related algorithms have been proposed and successfully

applied, with some of them reaching 100% success rate.



Contributions
1. Review 51 papers for automated text-based CAPTCHA breaking, which show that Internet

services cannot effectively defend themselves against the advances in ML/AI.

▪ Provide a systematic classification of the related literature, which is absent in the overview papers.

2. Their study suggests that ML can be very effective in increasing accuracy, speed, abstraction

of solution.

3. Further focus on ML-related automated text-based CAPTCHA solvers and compare all

relevant papers across different dimensions.

4. They built their own ML only classifier, and it is shown that is not sufficient for solving

CAPTCHAs alone.



CAPTCHA breaking core aspects

▪ The process of breaking text-based CAPTCHAs can be divided into phased:

a) Pre-processing

b) Segmentation

c) Recognition

▪ All deployed methodologies can be classified into 2 main categories:

a) Methods based on segmentation

b) Holistic approaches that do not employ segmentation



Phases of breaking text-based CAPTCHAs
▪ Pre-processing: Highlights the information related to the characters in the image and

weakens or eliminates any inferring information → Reformat the CAPTCHA’s image

representation in a simpler form.

▪ Segmentation: Breaks a given input into meaningful units which in CAPTCAs means

breaking a text-based CAPTCHA into a set of individual characters.

▪ Recognition: Task of transforming a language in its spatial form of graphical marks into its

symbolic representation.



Categories of deployed methodologies

▪ Segmentation-based approaches: They try to segment the text-based CAPTCHA into a set

of individual characters before executing the recognition phase.

▪ Non-segmentation-based approaches: Try to predict the text contained in a text-based

CAPTCHA scheme, holistically without relying on specific heuristics or pattern-recognition

algorithms for individual character detection.



Pre-processing phase
▪ Most of the automated CAPTCHA solvers require some image pre-processing.

▪ This phase is performed before segmentation (if segmentation phase exists) and recognition.

▪ For ML-based CAPTCHA solvers this phase is critical.

▪ However, pre-processing phase is optional, and in state-of-the-art methods includes:

▪ Image binarization

▪ Image thinning

▪ Denoising

▪ Based on Deep learning



Pre-processing methods
▪ Image binarization:

▪ Convert a digital image into a binary one.

▪ Only 2 possible values for each pixel

▪ Image recognition techniques work better and faster on binary

features.

▪ Image thinning:

▪ Highlights characters’ contour without affecting their adhesion.

▪ Morphological operation that deletes black foreground pixels

iteratively until one-pixel width skeleton is obtained.



Pre-processing methods
▪ Image noise removal:

▪ Try to remove all kind of noise and interference contained in a text-based CAPTCHA image

representation.

▪ Deep learning (DL):

▪ State-of-the-art automated text-based CAPTCHA solvers use DL for pre-processing.

▪ DL-based pre-processing methods are the most effective and strongest.

▪ They manage to filter out the distortion noise and interference from text-based CAPTCHA images in

95% of all cases.



ML-based CAPTCHA solvers

▪ Both segmentation- and non-segmentation-based ML-based CAPTCHA solvers.

▪ However, omitting segmentation is more attractive for developing ML-based CAPTCHA

solvers as in many cases the use of specific security features hardens the development of

algorithms for reliably segmenting specific CAPTCHA schemes.

▪ ML-based solvers simplify the CAPTCHA breaking process by limiting the number of stages

required.



Segmentation-based approach
▪ Only effective on non-adherent CAPTCHAs , because they are obtained using vertical projection

and connected component with good effect.

▪ The success rates for non-adherent character CAPTCHAs range from 57-100%.

▪ In case of adherent characters, they fail to detect the characters contained in a text-based scheme,

due to overlapping characters, lines, background confusion.

▪ Early CAPTCHA solvers were heavily based on segmentation and used the three-stage approach

consisting of a pre-processing, a segmentation and a recognition stage.



Segmentation-based approach
▪ In 2011, Bursztein et al., [3] proposed Decaptcha.

▪ Decaptcha was a generic attack adopting an extended 5-stage approach, consisting of:

▪ Pre-processing

▪ Segmentation

▪ Post-segmentation

▪ Recognition

▪ Post-processing

▪ They achieved 95-97% success rate.

▪ They mentioned that a CAPTCHA scheme, to be considered insecure, automated CAPTCHA

solvers must reach only 1% precision.



Segmentation-based approach
▪ However, Decaptcha failed to break the reCAPTCHA

2011 scheme, whereas simpler attacks that are not based

on ML could be successful.

▪ Decaptcha could not break hollow CAPTCHAs, while

non-segmentation-based techniques can, with higher

success rates on all CAPTCHA schemes.

Hollow Captcha examples

Recaptcha example



Non-segmentation-based approach

▪ The success rates for these methods rely on the recognition technique’s ability to observe the

contents from a distorted CAPTCHA image.

▪ Nowadays, techniques based on Deep Learning have been successfully applied to CAPTCHA

breaking.

▪ The most utilized DL methodology for automated text-based CAPTCHA breaking is

Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs).



Non-segmentation-based approach
▪CNNs:

▪ They are a class of deep, feedforward ANNs that have successfully been applied to analyzing visual imagery.

▪ CNNs were inspired by the HVS (Human Visual System), where individual cortical neurons respond to stimuli, only

in a restricted region of the visual field, known as the receptive field.

▪ CNNs have been exclusively designed to face feature extraction as well as immense complexity sequence and pattern

recognition problems.

▪ They are used both for recognizing the text contained in the CAPTCHA and for filtering out the

noise contained in the puzzle.



Non-segmentation-based approach
▪Analyze 3 state-of-the-art approaches for text-based CAPTCHA breaking, that follows non-

segmentation-based methodology:

1. Bursztein et al.’s reinforcement-based approach [4]

2. Ye et al.’s holistic GANs-based approach [5]

3. Dileep et al.’s RCN-based approach [6]



Bursztein et al.’s reinforcement-based 
approach  [4]
▪ Their technique is based on Reinforcement Learning (RL) and achieved recognition accuracy results

ranged from 3.67% - 55.22%, which are considered extremely high for security-oriented technologies,

like CAPTCHAs.

▪ RL:

▪ One of the core 3 ML paradigms, alongside supervised and unsupervised learning

▪ In RL, an agent with initially no knowledge acts in a specific environment and receives reward or penalty for

every action.

▪ After a certain number of epochs, the agent acts in a certain way to maximize the cumulative reward.

▪ In each step the agent has the dilemma of either explore the environment or exploit its current knowledge.



Bursztein et al.’s reinforcement-based 
approach [4]
▪ Bursztein et al., introduced a novel method of solving text-based CAPTCHAs in a single step.

▪ They use ML to attack the segmentation and the recognition problems simultaneously.

▪Algorithm’s main idea:

▪ Deploy ML to assign a score to all possible ways to segment a text-based CAPCTHA.

▪ Then, select the segmentation giving the highest score.

▪ As their algorithm produces a huge number of segments, which most of them are garbage, they use RL to ask

humans to annotate segments that have been misclassified and then their algorithm learns from the feedback.

▪ Using this methodology, they managed to break many prominent real-world text-based CAPTCHA

schemes.



Ye et al.’s holistic GANs-based approach [5]

▪ They proposed a generic text-based CAPCTHA solver based on GANs (Generative Adversarial

Networks).

▪ GANs:

▪ They are composed of 2 Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs), the generator and the discriminator.

▪ The generator ANN generates new data instances.

▪ The discriminator ANN evaluated the authenticity of the data instances.

▪ They can produce new samples that are very similar to the real ones.

▪ They eliminate the need for a large volume of training data.



Ye et al.’s holistic GANs-based approach [5]
▪Algorithm:

1. Captcha synthesis: The first step is to generate captchas that are visually similar to the target

captchas.

2. Preprocessing: Before presenting a captcha image to a solver, they use a pre-processing model to

remove the captcha security features and standardize the font style.

3. Training the base solver: With the captcha synthesizer and the pre-processing model in place, they

generate many synthetic captchas together with their labels and use this dataset to learn a base solver

for a target captcha scheme.

4. Fine-tuning the base solver: They apply transfer learning to refine the base solver by using a small

set of manually labeled captchas that are collected from the target website.



Ye et al.’s holistic GANs-based approach [5]

▪Advantages:

▪ Requires minimum human involvement.

▪ Requires significantly fewer real-world CAPTCHA samples to train the model.

▪ General applicability of the attack.

▪ Their technique solved successfully all 33 tested CAPTCHA schemes.

▪ Their approach can solve a CAPTCHA scheme within 0.05 seconds using a desktop GPU.



Dileep et al.’s RCN-based approach [6]
▪ They proposed a model that is heavily inspired by human visual intelligence and systems

neuroscience.

▪ Their model namely, Recursive Cortical Network (RCN), tries to mimic HVS’s behavior to avoid

the limitations of the DL-based techniques, that require a large number of labelled examples to be

trained on.

▪ RCN, breaks the defense of the modern text-based CAPTCHA schemes, without integrating any

CAPTCHA-specific heuristics in their model.



Dileep et al.’s RCN-based approach [6]



Solving CAPTCHAs using ML only
▪ The authors of the SoK paper performed an experiment to investigate whether the use of an ML-

only model could be successful in attacking the most difficult text-based CAPTCHAs.

▪ They wanted to evaluate the robustness, generality, and autonomy of ML methodologies on

solving hard AI problems.

▪ They selected 2 ML algorithms:

a) CNNs (ANNs-based) – biologically inspired, deep feedforward ANNs.

b) SVMs – ML-based statistical model that tries to map input vectors to a higher dimensional space.



Solving CAPTCHAs using ML only
▪ Main goal: Directly apply CNNs and SVMs for CAPTCHA text recognition.

▪ To evaluate whether the other common phases are essential and measure the performance of
single type ML models.

▪ The highest recognition accuracy obtained for CNN was 0.7% and for SVM 0,1%.

▪ The low recognition accuracy results indicated that directly applying single type ML-based
models, for recognizing the text contained in CAPTCHAs in not enough.

→ the other common phases, such as pre-processing ,segmentation, post-processing, are
essential for successfully tackling the text-based CAPTCHA breaking problem.



Design principles for improved CAPTCHA security
▪ The authors, after an extensive study on scientific papers related to text-based CAPTCHAs breaking

and security, they suggest some design principles to resist automated breaking.

Feature Example

1. Confusion lines

2. Negative Kerning (Collapsing)

3. Random CAPTCHA length

4. Wave CAPTCHAs

5. Random characters’ size and font 

types

6. Rotate CAPTCHA’s characters

7. Combination of security features

▪ Non-effective security 

features:

▪ Complex background

▪ Background and characters 

color similarity

▪ Random noise



Conclusions

▪ Holistic ML-based approaches can lead to robust and general applicable automated text-based

CAPTCHA solvers that are highly effective.

▪ Text-based CAPTCHA schemes, even after several proposed security features, remain

problematic.

▪An enormous amount of popular text-based CAPTCHA schemes are considered broken.

▪ Need for reassessment of the way we perform reverse Turing tests.



Any 
questions?



Thank you for 
your attention!
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